
Name: Lawless Gang

Territory: The Blind Spot

Gang members usually gather in the Blind Spot, although they sometimes wander into other
areas to cause mischief or perform some duties. Their HQ is the newly built fighting ring in
the area.

The ring is circular and about 20 meters in diameter. Its floor is made of imported Tatooine
sand, which is replaced after every fight, since it usually ends up soaked in blood and/or
sweat.
Around the ring, there are three sets of stands that form a square around it, and a fourth
bigger stand, made for the leaders of the Gang.
Behind the leader's stand is a fortified building, where the Gang operatives conduct business
and keep their valuables.
During matches, several Fixers go around the stands collecting bets, which they then cash
out when the fights are over.
The main stand has a big throne-like chair covered in gold and adorned with the finest cotton
and silks, to make it as comfortable as possible.

Trade: Fixing fights

The key to making credits in a fight, is knowing how to make the audience think they’re
betting on a fair fight, when in reality, you control the outcome. That’s the Lawless Gang’s
specialty. Their network of unassuming “paid” fighters is wide. Most of the time, not even
their regular fighters know if their opponents are in on the schemes or not.

This balance between letting some big shot fighters lose every now and then, getting
underdogs to win seemingly impossible fights only to have them crush down against the
biggest names of the industry, feeds the Gang’s coffers abundantly.

Membership:

Gang hierarchy comes down to Leader > Operatives > Goons

The Operatives are either closely related to the Leader, or have demonstrated great skill in
running an illegal operation. Their skills are invaluable to keep the credits flowing.

The Goons are hired to provide security during matches, to prospect additional fighters and
to resolve less peaceful dealings.



Insignia:

Everyone in the Gang carries with them a bright purple handkerchief which is large enough
to wear around the waist, made from fine silks.

How they wear them is up to each member, as long as it is visible to everyone.

Leader:

The Lawless Gang is run by Sage “The Boss” Cormac, or so they make it seem.
In reality, Sage is the Gang’s top fighter and Operative, giving the face to the operation, but
is Aru Law who actually commands everyone in the shadows.

This helps protect the leader’s identity and also helps maintain a certain level of intimidation,
given Sage’s infamous reputation for brutality and ruthlessness.

Ambition:

Aru Law wants to expand the Gang’s influence across Ol’val.

Taking control of the Docks will result in a massive cash-inflow, so that’s the Gang’s next
goal.


